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”He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire”
(Mathew 3:11). This was the theme of an Advent
recollection held last November 30, 2022 at Christ the
King Parish (CTK) in Greenmeadows. The recollection
was a baptism of fire indeed—as members  of the CTK
School of the Word (SOW) and parishioners  gamely
took on the technical, logistical, liaising and promotion
work needed to offer—for the first time in CTK SOW
history — a ‘hybrid’ half-day recollection.  Forty-five
people gathered face to face, and a hundred on zoom.  

The talks helped everyone stir into flame their Advent
preparation. Verbum Dei lay disciple Chickie Locsin
invited all to make concrete options for prayer and for
‘holding the hands of the poor.’  Fr. Michael Cheong
spoke about the transforming fire of silence and prayer,
of kindness, of healing compassion as shown by the
Good Samaritan. In his homily, Fr. Joseph David shared
about St. Andrew’s keen desire to know and follow
Christ and to invite all to do so, too.
    
For participant Lali Ong, “living a culture of kindness”
was a key message of the recollection. She adds, ”I was
also inspired by the invitation to become a star that will
lead people to Jesus.”  

 Photo by Johnny Guevara

Photos by Judy Tan

A ‘Baptism of Fire’
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Sharing the Good
News on Radio 
Chickie R. Locsin

So we reformatted the concept to a 2-

minute early morning prayer. 6-9am is

considered prime time on radio, and

we chose the 7am station break for

our prayer broadcast.

We have no surveys to show the reach

and effectivity of this effort. But one

SoWer told me this: The early morning

prayer is not only for the VD

community but for a larger audience

who we hope to inspire to start an

early morning prayer habit. Let us sow

the seeds, and God will do the rest. A

convincing reason to continue … and

hopefully one day we can bring the

project a notch higher as a video

segment on television.

 

Since July 2022, the TV and radio station DZRJ has been airing—over

radio-—short morning prayers from the Verbum Dei missionaries and

members of Verbum Dei’s Schools of the Word (SOWers). Chickie Locsin,

who was inspired to begin this new mission, shares how it began.   

I often wondered whether OFWs were getting enough

spiritual nourishment to help them navigate the

pitfalls of working away from their families. I wanted

to find a way to reach this market segment and share

the Good News with them. 

 

One day I had a Holy Spirit moment! While watching

DZRJ I heard the lady DJ greet their listeners and

viewers all over the country and overseas. Here was

the opportunity I was praying for! It just so happened

that the station owner was an old neighbor and his

younger sister was my close friend. I called RJ’s wife

and convinced the couple to give Verbum Dei free air

time.  Ramon nixed our original idea to air the Tagalog

Daily Shots -- 5-7 minutes is too long for a radio

station-break. He offered me airtime for digital

television but we could not handle the logistics of

preparing a video. 
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During the pandemic, the Tagalog School of the Word
(SOW) in Pansol, QC continued to meet online through
Messenger. Despite the constant struggle with poor
connectivity, Fr Joseph “Jojo” David, who leads the
SOW, was amazed that people made the effort to attend
every Thursday. They also actively invited others. One
day, he remembers, Messenger Rooms suddenly shut
down, because they had exceeded the maximum
capacity of 50.
 
As people were vaccinated and restrictions eased, the
Tagalog SOW eventually went hybrid to accommodate
more people. 
 
In the second half of 2022, the Tagalog SOW began to
meet face to face. Thanks to the support of generous
benefactors, 29 of them even went for a silent retreat in
Tagaytay. Held on September 11-12, the retreat  had the
theme: “Kung gayon, pumunta kayo sa aking ubasan”
(“You go into my vineyard” from Mt 20:7). It was
facilitated by Fr. Jojo David, Fr. Vincent Guinoo, and
Verbum Dei lay disciple Marabel Viernes. Many
appreciated this rare opportunity to be free from cares
and chores, even for a weekend, just to pray. Some who
had been active in their parishes for many years (as
catechists, greeters and collectors, Mother Butler’s Guild
or BEC workers) said they learned new things from the
retreat.   
 
 

There are plans to encourage these

SOWers from Pansol to visit the

neighboring areas of Kaingin 1 and 2, to

eventually bring the School of the Word

there, too.  These are potential new

vineyards for mission. 

 

“What we have been trying to do is

plant small seeds in different places in

the Pansol area,” says Fr. Jojo. “I am

hoping that these seeds will later grow

and these people will be the ones

inviting others also. Like the mustard

seed that grew into a huge tree, we

hope many people will benefit from

these small seeds. We hope that in
time, some SOWers will also be able to
preach or share reflections. For

ordinary people, the impact of a lay

person preaching is really different

from that of a priest or religious. Lay

preachers can bring their concrete

situations into their sharing of faith,

and other lay people listening can

better relate and will be inspired to

change. I am especially happy when I

hear someone say, ‘ah, this person of

faith faced the same challenge that  I

am facing, and if he or she was able to

overcome it with the Lord’s help, so can

I with God’s help.” 

 

Fr Jojo feels the urgency of sharing the

Word to help people find hope and

courage to change. In December 2022,

one of the Pansol SOWers passed away,

the second to  pass away since the

Pansol SOW began. “I hope that

somehow, the SOW was able to help

them to prepare for crossing over to

the next life.” Fr Jojo reflects. “Life is

short, and while there is time, we need

to do what we can to introduce people

to the joy of knowing the Lord.” 

Planting Mustard Seeds 

The Pansol SOWers after the retreat  (above) and after SOW (below)  

Adults 
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Tagalog Shots: 
Going on 9 Music and Mission 

When someone suggested that an intro
jingle would be an inviting touch for the
listeners of Tagalog shots, ‘talents’ from
different communities were quick (and
excited) to collaborate.  Emy Abaya
from the QC community penned
Tagalog lyrics, and Jay-Anne Desabelle
from the Cebu community set them to
music. Manila-Pasig community’s Kim
Sarmiento provided soothing piano
accompaniment, while Manila-Pasig’s
Joanne Mendoza lent her angelic
vocals. The opening jingle, amazingly
produced in only a few days, now gently
puts Tagalog Shots listeners into
reflection mode.  

Tagalog Shots is now on Season 8.  In January
2023, Season 9 will begin.  Patterned after the
English Daily Shots, these 5-7 minute audio
reflections in Tagalog are designed to help
people pray with the Gospel of the day.  The
communities of Quezon City, Tagaytay and
Manila-Pasig provide reflections. Marichelle
Infante coordinates the project (following
Francis Santos),  Fr. Joseph David provides
content guidance, and Fr. Iwao Ikegami handles
audio editing. To receive the shots, join the TS
Viber or Messenger groups.  Send a message to
Fr. Iwao Ikegami at verbumpansol@gmail.com.

 

  

Kids are adorable. You can really see the

sincerity in what they do.  This is very evident

at the Verbum Dei Kids School of the Word

(SOW) every Saturday from 4 pm to 5 pm

where about 20 children gather regularly to

hear the Word of God. It is nice to see them

praying, doing action songs,  listening to the

Word of God and doing activities that can help

them better understand the message of the

Gospel. 

In Matthew 18:1-5, it says: “And he said: “Truly I

tell you, unless you change and become like

little children, you will never enter the kingdom

of heaven. Therefore, whoever takes the lowly

position of this child is the greatest in the

kingdom of heaven. And whoever welcomes

one such child in my name welcomes me.” Let

us nourish and love children, the future of the

world.

A Great Time with Kids 
By Francis Jerome N. Santos  

Children
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Through the ups and downs of the pandemic, the
small but faithful group of QC singles continued
to meet regularly for the School of the Word. 
 They give prayer guidelines themselves at least
twice a month, with Fr. Iwao Ikegami and Verbum
Dei formand Bro. Hai also sharing twice a month.  

When the opportunity to have a silent retreat
opened up, 12 singles went to Tagaytay for a very
fruitful three-day retreat entitled “Your Life is a
Mission.”  Here, Verbum Dei misioneros
introduced them to the Temario, (Verbum Dei’s
‘trademark’ set of talks centered around Life and
Love, talks which help illuminate the truths of
our faith).  Fr. Iwao observes, “they were very
touched by the talks, particularly the talks on
God the Father and Eternal Life.  

He adds: “They also saw the  gift of mission
and expressed the desire to live the mission
more fully and passionately.” The retreat
“fired up” the singles’ group in their
challenging mission of running the SOW for
kids.  One of its members, Belen Desilos,
represented the QC community at Verbum
Dei’s National Symposium on Mission held
last October in Bukidnon.  

Like the other SOWs, the singles had an
Advent recollection last December 11. 
 Developing the theme “Love Came Down.” 
 Fr. Iwao spoke on St. Bernard Clairveux’s the
three comings of Christ.  Bro. Hai then
engaged them in a workshop, encouraging
them to write letters to Jesus, highlighting
the Words of Scripture that touched them
the most during the year. 

Prayer and Mission 

Singles  
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Building Up Youth 
and Teens 

”Empowered”: a  milestone retreat 

The youth and teens of Pansol will

always remember “Empowered,” a 5 day

retreat and team building held in Pansol

last August.  Here, with the guidance of

youth adviser Bro. Gelo Balsita and

youth mentor Fr. Vincent Guinoo, they

spent much time in prayer, crafted

together a vision-mission statement and

goals for 2022-2023, had a ‘moving up

rite’ for teens who turned 16, formed a

core team, and elected Shahani Horida

as youth coordinator — who in turn

chose 3 youth counsellors.  Since that

“mountaintop experience,”  these young

people have continued praying, growing

and doing mission. 

Since August 2022, the Verbum Dei house in Pansol QC
has been humming with a lot of activities for the youth in
the Pansol area. Daily prayer for the “regulars,” weekly
prayer for the “newbies,” Sunday masses, a Sunday
School of Leaders, a weekly “Rosary of the Word,” and
various mission efforts. These are the activities that have
kept some 20 youth and 20 teens coming.  And their
numbers are slowly growing. 
 
“This intense activity really began during their school
vacation,” explains Fr. Vincent “Bong” Guinoo, the youth
mentor.  “We wanted to take advantage of their free time.  
We also know that during vacation time, when the young
have nothing to do, they can get into all kinds of trouble.
So we began a very determined effort to invite them for
prayer.” 
 
Many afternoons in July were spent gathering the youth
and then teaching them to pray using Verbum Dei’s
PLALA framework (P-prepare, L- listen, A- assimilate, L-
live, A-announce). Then, in August, Fr. Bong and youth
adviser Bro. Gelo Balsita organized a silent retreat for the
youth and teens. “Empowered” was a milestone
encounter for this group (see related story). 

“The ‘miracle’ happened, however, when the schoolyear
began,” relates Fr. Bong. “Normally, when classes begin,
the youth stop attending Verbum Dei activities. But not
this time. When we organized a daily School of the Word
for the youth and teens in the evening, to our surprise,
most of them came! And they are still coming.” Bro. Gelo
adds: “In fact, they are the ones asking that these
activities continue even during the school year.”
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Fr. Bong believes that this daily School of the Word can
really enrich the young people. He recalled that when he
first met the Verbum Dei community in Cebu, they were
offering the School of the Word daily. As a young man,
he found it so enriching that he would  make an effort
everyday to attend it. That is where he learned to pray.
“The goal of the daily School of the Word is really to
teach young people to pray, practice, and preach (PPP)
the Word of God.” Bro. Gelo says.  
 
The prayer has led to a fresh enthusiasm for mission:
from modest fundraising, to forming a youth choir and
music ministry, and for the older ones: sharing
testimonies at a juvenile detention center and a shelter
for abused girls. 
 
For the older youth, there is also a weekly School of
Leaders (SOL), a special formation program that
prepares young people for bigger steps. Topics depend
on needs and can range from public speaking to the
purpose of life to Christ as the example of a true leader. 

Bro. Gelo sees this program as a possible preparation
for a School of Apostles, where the youth can be formed
even more in the Verbum Dei charism and mission.

The work, however is not easy. “We
encounter many challenges in trying to run
all these programs for young people.”
admits Fr. Bong. “Managing schedules,
managing the noise that activities can
generate, managing the wear and tear of
things in the house due to frequent use, and
many other things… we always have to see
how we can adjust to address the different
concerns.” 

But he and Bro. Gelo certainly have also
seen much fruit. Many of the young people
have become more confident and sociable.
Some have said that they are spending less
time on addictive habits, like computer
games. Some are becoming less dependent
on their cellphones, and can leave them
behind when praying. Some have said that
their studies and relationships with family
and friends are improving. Some are
developing talents, like in singing and
playing instruments. With guidance and
support, most are already sharing and 
 giving short guidelines or testimonies in the
School of the Word. 

“Change doesn’t happen overnight." says
Fr. Bong.  “And the apostolate with the
youth is really a slow build up of efforts.
But one of my personal fruits on this
journey is joy —joy at seeing these young
people change little by little, and seeing
that this transformation comes from
prayer.“ 
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It was around August of 2021 when Sr. Grace

Gonzales was asked to take some members of

the School of Apostles (SOA) under her wing

for revision of life (ROL). 

”The Revision of Life is a means that we have in

Verbum Dei to help us grow in our faith and

share it with each other to persevere in our

following of Christ.” Sr. Grace says. “It is our

primary means to create a strong fraternal

bond among us and to help us overcome

difficulties in our faith journey.”

 

In ROL, there are four points to tackle and

strive to revise, namely: commitment to

prayer, commitment to loving others (fraternal

love), commitment to the cross, and

commitment to proclaiming Christ (mission).

Setting aside time to pray about these points

prior to meeting with the revision group is key.

“It has been more than a year since we started

our revision of life.” Sr. Grace recounts. “I

believe that God has been molding each one

accordingly. Journeying together has been a

fruitful experience because we know that we

are not alone. We help one another to be

faithful to God and persevere especially when

the road gets tough.”

 

Marichelle Infante, who is part of the SOA,

says: “Revision of Life has helped me to

check myself on where I am in my journey

of following Jesus.” 

 

Another disciple, Emy Abaya, shares: “The

revision of life in the past year has

nourished my spiritual growth in many

levels. Through it, I am able to discern and

sort out many things with my group. I have

grown to know myself better and God’s

message for me in my daily life.” 

  

Revision of Life  

School of Apostles 
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National Disciples Retreat

In the recollection entitled “Receive
the Holy Spirit,” Fr. Jojo David
introduced the Third Person of the
Trinity: the Holy Spirit, who guides
mankind in ordinary things, like
enabling one to pray; and in
extraordinary things, like the
witnessing of saints.    Bro. Darwin
Capuras also explained the Spirit’s 7
gifts in a simple and direct manner
that even a child could grasp. He
reminded us also; that all we need to
do is ASK - for Wisdom,
Understanding, Counsel, Fortitude,
Knowledge, Piety and Fear of tuhe
Lord.  My fruits from the retreat?
Gratitude and enlightenment.

by Marabel Viernes 

 

Looking Back at the Fruits  

The fruit I got from the National Disciples
Retreat is mission. The true followers of Jesus
imitate his obedience to the will of his father.
We need to proclaim and to do the works of
God through our mission. And in doing the
mission, we are assured that Jesus will always
be with us and work with us hand in hand.

by Gina B. Abary 

First time ko pumunta sa Easter encounter
kaya wala akong expectation. Masyadong
ideal (four days) pero may nakapagsasabi
sakin na maganda daw yung Easter
encounter. Totoo nga mga sinabi nila sa akin
maganda nga ang Easter encounter. Saka
madami ako nakilalang mga bagong kaibigan.
Kahit hindi ako marunong sumayaw, dahil sa
kanila lumalakas yung loob ko na sumayaw
sa harap nila. At nakikilala ko na pa unti-unti
si God at natutunan ko rin makihabilo sa
ibang mga tao at natutunan ko din mag
patawad ng kasalanan at tumulong sa
nangangailangan. Saka hindi lahat ng tao
kayang magpatawad sa nag kasala sa kanila.
Pero si God nga kayang mag patawad tayo pa
kaya mga anak nya.

(It was my first time to go to an Easter
Encounter. I had no expectations. It was too
ideal (four days) but people told me that it
would be good.  What they said is true. I made
many new friends. I didn’t know how to dance
but because of them I gained the confidence
to dance in front of them. I got to know God
little by little, I learned how to relate to
different people, to forgive and to help those
in need. Not everyone can forgive people who
hurt them, But if God can forgive, so can we,
his children. ) 
                                                                    
by Allan John Rivera (teen)  

Easter Encounter 

National Disciples’ Retreat 

Pentecost 

Retreats 
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Of the 7 gifts that He is offering to us
on our birthday, the birthday of the
universal Church, I asked for the gift
of FORTITUDE, that in the midst of my
present challenges, I will have the
strength and courage to follow
through the actions that He is
counseling me to take. It will then
follow that I will feel the Kingdom of
God at work within me here in this
troubled world, because I will
experience the fruits of the Spirit,
“love, peace, joy, gentleness, etc.”
 
I challenge you all to do the same…
ASK for the gift of the Holy Spirit that
you need most today, and get a
welcome surprise at the answer you
will receive!!!

By Josephine Gisbert  



The end of 2022 has been very eventful for the male

missionary formation course.  Apart from the moving on

of the philosophy students, we have received 3 new

candidates to the missionary life: Hai and Andy from

Vietnam, and Savio from India. 

In November, they participated in the male missionaries’

annual month-long retreat in complete silence to better

understand how our preaching is based on the familiar

relationship with God through His Word. 

 

Bro. Darwin Capuras, based in Vietnam,

together with Fr. Joseph David, based in Manila,

preached the retreat to help deepen in their

prayer life and contemplation of the Word.

Following that we had an intense time of

mission and work: not only in preaching with

words, but doing physical service in painting

and gardening in our retreat center in Tagaytay.

An Eventful  End to the Year  

Preparing Stations of the Cross at Verbum Dei’s Tagaytay retreat center  

Anish Savio sharing a testimony at the Verbum
Dei-Christ the King Parish Advent Recollection
last November 30

Participants of the November month long silent retreat.
(Savio-second from left back row, Andy-third from left back
row & Hai-second from the right back row) 

   Formation Course

By Fr. Michael Cheong,  FMVD
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See the fields ripe for
harvest (Jn 4:35) 
By Fr. Ismael Barros, FMVD

Everything speaks to me of growth,
challenges and development. There is a deep
sense of newness that makes us feel small
and sometimes inadequate. How to maintain
our work of vocation animation and at the
same time form the vocations that are
already knocking at our door? How to
distribute the forces and resources we have?
 
Everything becomes a challenge when we
had planned it in a well-defined project on
paper and now we have to implement it. The
objectives are being achieved and that
opens up other steps to take. We have
prayed a lot for vocations and when they
come we have to form them. We have to
have structures to welcome them. It is a
change of rhythm similar to that of a young
married couple when they start having
children — you have to prepare rooms and
you have to change lifestyles.
 
I was happy to meet missionaries who, the
last time I saw them, had not yet taken their
final vows or were not yet priests. I enjoyed
concelebrating the Eucharist for the first
time with several missionaries. 
 
I want to take this opportunity to thank God
for all the people who collaborate with our
mission. Thank you for all those who pray for
new vocations and for the perseverance of
those of us who have been serving for years. 
 
I also thank God for the welcome that the
local Church in each place gives us through
the Bishops and other authorities. The
Church values our contribution. 
 

 

Fr. Ismael Barros, FMVD, General Superior of Verbum Dei’s male branch,
arrived  in July for a month’s visit.   He writes with warmth and affection
about his days here, as well as his trip to Vietnam and Australia.
 

During my stopover in Thailand on my flight back to
Europe I had a moment to reflect on what I have
experienced on this trip to the Philippines, Vietnam
and Australia.
 
With a grateful heart to God and to the brothers
and sisters, I am aware of all that I have received. I
was very happy to see each missionary again after
three years. During the pandemic we had seen each
other and talked to each other through the
computer screen but it is not the same as meeting
live.
 
This trip has been bathed in affection and joy to
hear from so many people how grateful they are for
the work the missionaries do. I have felt very cared
for and well looked after. I was asked if the work of
the General Responsible is difficult, always visiting
different communities, but the truth is that I have
the feeling of getting the best part of it. In all the
visits I am shown the best and I can enjoy the fruits
and feel personally proud of the work that my
brothers have done. 
 

Misioneros
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Fr.Ismael (far right) with misioneros in the Philippines 

Fr. Ismael with Fr. David and Bro. Darwin  in Vietnam 
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 For Inquiries:

 

Verbum Dei Catholic Missionaries

58 Pansol Avenue

Barangay Pansol, Quezon City

email: verbumpansol@gmail.com

 

 

To learn more about the Verbum Dei 

missionary community in the Philippines

visit verbumdeiphilippines.com or 

follow us on facebook.  

Above and below: QC community representatives  
to the National Symposium on Mission  

QC community representatives 
with Verbum Dei misioneros and misioneras 

National Symposium 
on Mission
From October 21 to 23, 2022, Verbum Dei held a
National Symposium on Mission with the theme
“Passion for the Word.”  Representatives from the
QC community joined representatives from the
different communities of Luzon, Visayas and
Mindanao in Malaybalay, Bukidnon for a rare
gathering: three days packed with prayer, talks,
group work and sharing.  

The different communities got to know each other,
listening to each one’s concerns and needs, and
learning from each one’s experiences and
achievements. Common achievements and
challenges were identified as well. The sharing also 
 covered  important topics such as the Verbum Dei
mission and charism, as well as its essential
elements and means.  Finally the symposium set
directions to guide the different communities in
going about local mission planning.   
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